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ARM/GCSS Single Column Model (SCM)

Intercomparison

Procedures for Case 3: Summer 1997 SCM IOP

Richard T. Cederwall, 1 Steven K. Krueger, 2 Shaocheng C. Xie, 1

and J. John Yio1

Go to the web (http://dev.www.arm.gov/docs/scm/scmic3) for information about the

SCM Intercomparison. There you can �nd this documentation, as well as access to data �les

and associated plots. PostScript and pdf �les of this documentation are available also via

anonymous ftp from dev.ec.arm.gov in directory outgoing/scm intercomp/case3 9707. See

FTP procedures in section 2.3 below for further instructions.

1 Introduction

1.1 ARM Objectives

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program is a multi-laboratory, intera-

gency program that was created in 1989 with funding from the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE). The ARM Program is part of DOE's e�ort to resolve scienti�c uncertainties about

global climate change with a speci�c focus on improving the performance of general circu-

lation models (GCMs) used for climate research and prediction. These improved models

will help scientists better understand the inuences of human activities on the earth's

climate.

The objectives of the ARM Program are:

(1) to relate observed atmospheric radiation to the temperature and

composition of the atmosphere, especially water vapor and clouds,

across a wide range of climatologically relevant possibilities, and

(2) to develop and test improved parameterizations of radiation and

radiative interactions with water vapor, aerosols, and clouds, for

use in GCMs.

1.2 SCM Working Group Objectives

The Single-Column Model Working Group (SCM WG) is focused on the second objective

of ARM. SCMs provide an economical means for testing parameterizations of physical

1Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
2University of Utah
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processes active within a column of cells in a GCM. The SCM Working Group seeks to

identify the data requirements for the ARM SCM research, and to facilitate scienti�c

advances in this area by promoting collaborations among ARM Science Team members

through common activities and workshops. The SCM Intercomparison is the most re-

cent SCM research activity of the SCM Working Group. More information about the

current activities and future direction of the ARM SCM WG can be found on the web

(http://www.arm.gov/docs/research/scm.html), click on the link to the white paper Sin-

gle Column Modeling...the Next 5 Years.

1.3 GEWEX Cloud System Study

The objectives of the GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS) are to:

(1) develop the scientific basis for the parameterization of

cloud processes,

(2) highlight key issues and encourage other relevant programs

to address them, and

(3) promote the evaluation and intercomparision of parameterization

schemes for cloud processes.

There are a variety of cloud processes that a�ect the large-scale behavior of the climate

system, but occur on scales too small to be represented explicity in global numerical mod-

els used for climate and weather prediction. Scientists develop numerical representations

or parameterizations to represent the behavior of these processes. It is generally recognized

that inadequate parameterization of clouds is one of the greatest sources of uncertainty

in the prediction of weather and climate. To develop better parameterizations, GCSS

e�orts are organized into �ve working groups focused on improving our understanding of

the physical processes at work within the following types of cloud systems:

1. Boundary layer

2. Cirrus

3. Extra tropical layer

4. Precipitating convective

5. Polar

1.4 GCSS Working Group 4: Precipitating Convective Cloud

Systems

The goal of GCSS Working Group 4 (WG 4) is to improve the parameterization of precip-

itating convective cloud systems in global climate models (GCMs) and numerical weather

prediction models through an improved physical understanding of cloud system processes.
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The main tool of GCSS WG 4 is the cloud-resolving model (CRM), also called a cloud sys-

tem model (CSM), which is a numerical model that resolves cloud-scale (and mesoscale)

circulations in either two or three spatial dimensions. In contrast, a GCM cannot resolve

the individual convective cells or even the accompanying mesoscale circulations. There-

fore, in a GCM the collective e�ects of these sub-grid scale processes must be parame-

terized. A CRM is able to determine these collective e�ects directly, to the extent that

its representation of grid-scale dynamics and the parameterizations of its own sub-grid

processes are accurate.

More information about the current and planned activities of GCSS WG4 can be found

on the web (http://www.met.utah.edu/skrueger/gcss/wg4.html).

1.5 SCM and CRM Intercomparison

The SCM methodologies developed in the ARM Program have matured to the point

where an intercomparison will help identify the strengths and weaknesses of the various

approaches. In addition, the cloud system models have been compared successfully in pre-

vious intercomparison studies for tropical conditions. The ARM Southern Great Plains

(SGP) Site o�ers an opportunity to test CRMs in continental, mid-latitude conditions.

Note: The procedures for the CRM Intercomparison are contained in a sepa-

rate document available on the Case 3 Intercomparison and GCSS WG4 web

pages.

1.5.1 Objectives

In this intercomparison study, we seek to provide a common set of forcing data, and

supporting data, for running the SCMs and CRMs. In this way, the di�erences in results

will be due to di�erences in the SCM and CRM parameterizations, not the input data sets.

We seek to evaluate the results from the participating models to address several issues,

including the optimal method for obtaining representative results from SCMs via ensemble

and multiple-run schemes, the isolation of cloud parameterization e�ects by prescribing

the radiative heating, e�ects of prescibed surface forcing, and the performance of the

SCMs and CRMs themselves.

1.5.2 Description

The intercomparison is based on observations collected during the SCM IOP that took

place from 18 June to 18 July 1997 at the ARM SGP Site. The comparison runs will cover

18 June (2330 UTC) to 17 July (2330 UTC). This IOP was chosen for the ARM/GCSS

case study since it was convectively driven, and the period contained a wide range of

summertime weather conditions.
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2 Numerical Experiment Protocol

2.1 Description for SCM Experiments

2.1.1 Initial conditions

The initial pro�les are based on the observed SGP CART areal averages of temperature,

water vapor mixing ratio, and horizontal wind velocity. These are provided as functions

of pressure at DP mb intervals from BOT to TOP mb. For the values derived by Zhang's

variational analysis, DP = 50 mb, BOT = 965 mb, and TOT = 115 mb. The values at

BOT mb represent those of the layer that starts at the surface. The values provided must

be interpolated to each model's vertical grid levels.

To obtain values for model levels below BOT mb by interpolation, assume that ��, �q,

�u, and �v at the surface are equal to their values at BOT mb, and that (@ �T=@t)L:S:, and

(@�q=@t)L:S: are equal to zero at the surface. �! is de�ned by the surface pressure tendency

@p
s
=@t; we have neglected v

s
� rp

s
.

To obtain values for model levels above TOP mb by interpolation, the simplest approach

is to assume that �T , �q, �u, and �v at 20 km are equal to their values at TOP mb, and that

�!, (@ �T=@t)L:S:, and (@�q=@t)L:S: are equal to zero at 20 km.

Radiative transfer calculations may require temperature, water vapor mixing ratio,

and ozone mixing ratio pro�les above 20 km. The \standard mid-latitude summer atmo-

sphere" pro�les are available for this purpose, and can be found on the SCM Intercom-

parison web page under SCM Supporting Data Sets.

2.1.2 Upper and lower boundary conditions

The lower boundary is a land surface. For this intercomparison, values of surface sensible

and latent heat ux are given as surface forcing for the models. The surface forcing terms

are obtained from site-wide averages of the observed uxes by the ARM Energy Balance

Bowen Ratio (EBBR) stations. The ground surface temperature is also speci�ed in the

forcing data sets. For diagnostic purposes, other surface quantities are provided hourly,

including surface pressure,soil temperature and moisture, near-surface winds, downwelling

solar and IR radiation, and precipitation. The average elevation of the ARM SGP SCM

domain is 360 m.

Radiative transfer calculations require the solar constant and the solar zenith angle (or

its cosine). Due to the variation of the earth-sun distance d from its mean value d
m
, the

solar \constant" S is adjusted from its mean value of S
m
= 1365 W/m2. For the period

June 18 - July 17, the average value for the ratio (d
m
=d)2 = 0:9676, so S = S

m
(d

m
=d)2 =

1321 W/m2.

You may use the Fortran subroutine listed below (available via the SCM Intercom-

parison web page, under SCM Supporting Data Sets, and also via anonymous ftp in �le
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solar99.f) to calculate the cosine of the solar zenith angle. The central facility of the

SGP CART is located at latitude 36� 360 N, longitude 97� 290 W, at an elevation of 315

m above sea level.

subroutine solar (month, day, hour, min, sec, lat, lon,

$ cosine_zenith_angle )

c revised July 1999

real min, month, lat, lon

c

c lat = latitude (degrees N, < 0 for degrees S)

c lon = longitude (degrees E, < 0 for degrees W)

c time coordinate is UTC

c month = month of year (1-12)

c day = day of month (1-31)

c hour = hour of day (0-23)

c

pi = 3.141593

dechr = hour + min / 60.0 + sec / 3600.0

fracday = day + dechr / 24.

sin_lat = sin(pi/180.*lat)

cos_lat = cos(pi/180.*lat)

decmonth = month + day/30.

sun_azim = 2.*pi*(fracday/24. + lon/360.) ! radians

sun_lat = (pi*23./180.)*cos((decmonth - 6.75)*pi/6.) ! radians

cosine_zenith_angle =

$ max(-cos(sun_lat)*cos(sun_azim)*cos_lat+sin(sun_lat)*sin_lat,0.)

c

return

end

2.1.3 Large-scale forcing

The large-scale forcing terms in the SCM governing equations include the large-scale

horizontal pressure gradient force, and the large-scale advective tendencies of horizontal

momentum,temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio. The SCM horizontal grid sizes

are considered to be small compared to large-scale disturbances. In this case, the large-

scale forcing will be approximately uniform over the model domains. For this reason, the

large-scale forcing terms are de�ned to be functions of height and time only. The available

large-scale forcing terms are based on observations averaged over the 12-sided variational

analysis grid for SGP CART region (about 370 km across).
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Temperature and water vapor mixing ratio The large-scale advective tendencies

for temperature T and water vapor mixing ratio q are formally de�ned (on isobaric sur-

faces) as  
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:

� ��v � r �T � �!
@ �T

@p
+

�!

c
p

�

and  
@�q

@t

!
L:S:

� ��v � r�q � �!
@�q

@p
;

where r is the horizontal del operator. Note that for potential temperature

 
@��

@t

!
L:S:

=

 
p0

�p

!
R=cp

 
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:

:

SCMs and CRMs are unable to calculate r �T , r�q, or �!, so these must be speci�ed

from observations. In the models, (@ �T=@t)L:S: and (@�q=@t)L:S: will be calculated using one

of the following three methods.

Unfortunately, observations of the advective tendencies for hydrometeors are not avail-

able. This may have a signi�cant impact on the simulation of middle and upper tropo-

spheric stratiform clouds.

The lateral forcing will be speci�ed in two di�erent ways for the intercomparison runs:

total (or revealed) forcing, and total plus relaxed forcing. Each is described below.

Specify the observed total advective tendency (revealed)

In this method,  
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:

=

 
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:T:

and  
@�q

@t

!
L:S:

=

 
@�q

@t

!
L:S:T:

;

where (@ �T=@t)L:S:T: and (@�q=@t)L:S:T: are the observed large-scale total advective tenden-

cies for T and q.

Specify total advective tendency plus relaxation toward observed value .

In this method,  
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:

=

 
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:T:

+
�T � �T

model

�
a

and  
@�q

@t

!
L:S:

=

 
@�q

@t

!
L:S:T:

+
�q � �q

model

�
a
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, where �T , �q, and �
a
are the observed large-scale temperature, mixing ratio, and advective

time scale. Note, again, that potential temperature can be obtained by

�� =

 
p0

�p

!
R=cp

�T :

For this intercomparison, the advective time scale �
a
is de�ned as

�
a
=

D

2
p
u2 + v2

where D is the distance across the SCM domain (speci�ed here as 370 km), and u and v

are the wind components in the column from the analyses.

Pro�le values are given at 50-mb intervals for the SUNY variational analysis, and at

3-hour intervals. These values must be interpolated in pressure to the model's grid and

in time to obtain values at each time step.

2.1.4 Numerical simulations

As a reference for understanding the numerical simulation periods, average precipitation

is plotted in Figure 1. The simulations de�ned below capture convective, precipitating pe-

riods and non-precipitating or dry periods. In our case labeling, capital letters designate

time periods, while numbered su�xes refer to simulation approaches. Periods are char-

acterized as precipitating or dry. We begin with the simulation approaches that describe

the forcing used and other related simulation conditions.

Simulation approaches (forcing) for SCM Intercomparison:

1: Use the observed total advective tendencies

2: Use the observed total advective tendencies plus relaxation

3: Use the observed total advective tendencies in ensemble mode (100 runs)

4: Use the observed total advective tendencies plus specified radiative heating

Approaches #1, #2 and #4 are required, while Approach #3 is recommended.

For Approach #3, the perturbed initial pro�les of temperature and moisture are pro-

vided via the SCM Intercomparison web page. Results for the ensemble simulations are

reported as mean and standard deviations of quantities across the ensemble.

Approach #4 is the same forcing as that used in Phase I of the CRM Intercomparison.

For Approach #4, the speci�ed radiative heating rate pro�les are given on the web page,

and are used in place of the values normally obtained from the radiation model. They

are obtained from diagnostics from the ECMWF model provided by Christian Jakob,

and adjusted to be consistent with the variational analysis. See Section 2.3 in the CRM

Intercomparison Procedures (on the web) for more details.
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Figure 1: Average precipitation (mm/day) in the SCM analysis domain.

Case periods in common with the CRM Intercomparison:

A: 2330 UTC 26 June 1997 - 2330 UTC 30 June 1997 4 days precip

B: 2330 UTC 7 July 1997 - 2330 UTC 12 July 1997 5 days precip

C: 2330 UTC 12 July 1997 - 2330 UTC 17 July 1997 5 days precip

Case periods for SCM Intercomparison only:

R: 2330 UTC 18 June 1997 - 2330 UTC 22 June 1997 4 days dry

S: 2330 UTC 22 June 1997 - 2330 UTC 26 June 1997 4 days precip

T: 2330 UTC 30 June 1997 - 2330 UTC 3 July 1997 3 days dry

U: 2330 UTC 4 July 1997 - 2330 UTC 8 July 1997 4 days dry

X: 2330 UTC 18 June 1997 - 2330 UTC 17 July 1997 29 days dry and precip

The Case periods R, S, T, and U provide additional study periods for the SCM

Intercomparison, especially for non-precipitating periods. Case period X is included to

study SCM performance in terms of model drift over a long period.
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2.2 Obtaining Data and Submitting Results

2.2.1 Accessing and reading the �les

Data �les for the ARM/GCSS SCM and CSM Intercomparison will be at the ARM

Experiment Center. They are accessible by FTP, as follows:

ftp dev.ec.arm.gov (ftp to this machine)

anonymous (user name)

'your email address' (password)

cd outgoing/scm_intercomp/case3_9707

*** in this base directory, you will find documentation (i.e. README)

and subdirectories with the desired netCDF and ASCII files ***

for example, the ASCII files are layer_9707.dat and surface_9707.dat,

and are read by Fortran codes read_layer.for and read_surface.for,

respectively.

Vertical pro�les of observed large-scale temperature ( �Tobs), mixing ratio (�qobs), and

velocity components (�uobs, �vobs, and �!); the observed ground surface temperature ( �Ts) and

the surface pressure (�p0); pro�les of the observed large-scale total advective tendencies of

temperature and mixing ratio ((@ �T=@t)L:S:T: and (@�q=@t)L:S:T:), and horizontal and vertical

advective tendencies of temperature and mixing ratio ((@ �T=@t)L:S:H: and (@�q=@t)L:S:H:) are

contained here.

Values are given for temperature, instead of potential temperature, for all terms, and

for dry static energy for some terms. Note: use 'Horizontal Temp Advec' + 'Verti-

cal s Advec' for total advective temperature tendency to account for abiabatic compres-

sion term. Several temperature terms can be converted to potential temperature using

the conversion factor:  
p0

�p

!R=cp

where po is 1000 mb.

2.2.2 Submitting output �les

Files containing results of your runs can be submitted via FTP to the ARM Experiment

Center. Modify the FTP procedures above by accessing a di�erent directory to put your

result �les:

ftp dev.ec.arm.gov (ftp to this machine)

anonymous (user name)

'your email address' (password)

cd incoming/scm_intercomp/case3_9707
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Once you are in that directory, you may create your own subdirectory using mkdir

your directory name. For our convenience, use your last name for the directory name, un-

less you have another preference. Files are automatically removed from the FTP directory

14 days after your submission, so we must transfer them to other long-term directories

within that time. It will help us if you send email to John Yio (yio@llnl.gov) and Ric

Cederwall (rcederwall@llnl.gov) after you submit results so that we will make sure that

your result �les are handled in a timely manner.

We are asking participants to submit results for several simulations. To make sure

that the proper format is being used, we encourage participants to submit results of at

least one simulation EARLY in their e�orts. Once we check that the �les are in the

correct format, then you can bundle up the remaining results and submit them. This

saves everyone unnecessary e�ort in the long run.

Naming of �les: Name each �le as follows: simulation.item. model name. Simu-

lation names are a combination of the Case Period and the Approach used for forcing;

for example, a run for Case period A using simulation Approach 2 would be named 'a2'.

Note that we are using lower case letters for the case periods. Item names include BOTH

whether it is a pro�le (p) or time series (t), followed by a number representing the item

number if a pro�le or the group number if a time series. The model name is up to

the participant. It can include the name of the group or the modeler, i.e. CSU-SCM.

Names cannot exceed 13 characters and must not include the characters '/' or '.', since

we will parse the model name and use it in plots we generate for submitted results. With

these conventions, the �le name \a2.p2.CSU-SCM", for example, indicates simulation=a2,

item=p2 pro�le (temperature), and model name=CSU-SCM.
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3 Results to Submit

The results to be submitted will consist of large-scale quantities unless otherwise noted.

Large-scale is de�ned as both a space and time average, indicated by an overbar. The

SCM quantities already represent a space average in the horizontal direction over the SCM

domain. The time average is the average over a 3-hour period, and should be based on

\observations" taken frequently enough to avoid aliasing due to cloud-scale and mesoscale

variability. Some quantities, such as surface rainfall, should be accumulated every time

step. Unless noted otherwise, time averages should be obtained from observations taken

every SCM time step (approximately 20 minutes).

The large-scale quantities to be submitted will consist of time series and pro�les at

3-hourly intervals. The time series will be largely based on quantities provided in more

detail in the pro�les, so the latter will be described �rst. For the ensemble mode, report

means and standard deviations of requested quantities for the

Instructions on how to submit the �les containing the quantities described below have

been outlined in Section 2.3.2 above. If you have questions, you may contact John Yio

via e-mail at yio@llnl.gov . We have chosen to use ASCII format for submitting results

as a convenience for participants. We convert submitted data �les to netCDF format for

the common database. You may submit your results in netCDF format now if you prefer.

Please put the pro�le data in a separate �le from the time series (which themselves can

go in three separate �les).

A description of quantities to submit for the SCMs and CSMs follows in the next

two subsections. After that is a subsection with additional information on �le format.

The bottom line is that we are using a exible ASCII format, which is quite robost. To

reduce the �le sizes, suggested formats for each quantity are included in the descriptions

below using Fortran notation; however, these are not mandatory. At a minimum, we

need integer, �xed, or exponential formatted �elds that are delimited by spaces, tabs, or

end-of-lines. What is important for the pro�le quantities is that pressure (or height) be

the fastest moving variable, followed by time.
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3.1 Description of quantities for SCM Experiments

Associated with each of the quantities below is a priority, in bold type and brackets <>.

The priorities are:

1 required

2 recommended

3 optional

3.1.1 Pro�les

Submit the results for each quantity listed below as a separate ASCII �le in the �le format

described in the subsection after the quantity descriptions.

1. <1>Height, z (km) (F7.3) if on constant pressure surface, or Pressure, p (mb) (F7.3)

if on constant height surface

2. <1>Temperature, T (K) (F7.2)

3. <1>Water vapor mixing ratio, q (g/kg) (F7.3)

4. <2>Relative humidity, R (unitless) (F6.3): R = �q=q�( �T ; �p), where q�(T; p) is the

saturation mixing ratio over water.

5. <1>Cloud water (suspended liquid water) mixing ratio, qc (g/kg) (F7.4)

6. <1>Cloud ice (suspended ice) mixing ratio, qi (g/kg) (F7.4)

7. <3>Rain (falling liquid water) mixing ratio, qr (g/kg) (F7.4)

8. <3>Snow (slow-falling ice) mixing ratio, qs (g/kg) (F7.4)

9. <3>Graupel (fast-falling ice) mixing ratio, qg (g/kg) (F7.4)

10. <1*>Cloud fraction, �� (unitless) (F6.3): At each grid point, � = 1 if qc + qi >

0:01q�( �T ; �p); otherwise, � = 0.

11. <2>Horizontal wind velocity in x-direction, �u (m/s) (F7.2)

12. <2>Horizontal wind velocity in y-direction, �v (m/s) (F7.2)

13. <1>Apparent heat source, Q1C (K/day) (F7.2):

Q1C � Q1 �QR =

"
@ �T

@t
�

 
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:

#
�QR;

where  
@ �T

@t

!
L:S:

� ��v � r �T � �!
@ �T

@p

is the large-scale advective tendency (or \forcing") which is speci�ed from observa-

tions.
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14. <1>Apparent moisture sink, Q2 (K/day) (F7.2):

Q2 = �
L

cp

"
@�q

@t
�

 
@�q

@t

!
L:S:

#
;

where  
@�q

@t

!
L:S:

� ��v � r�q � �!
@�q

@p

is the large-scale advective tendency (or \forcing") which is speci�ed from observa-

tions.

15. <3>Convective Q1C , Q
c

1C
(K/day) (F7.2): Contribution to Q1C from the \convec-

tive" columns.

16. <3>Stratiform Q1C , Q
s

1C
(K/day) (F7.2): Contribution to Q1C from the \strati-

form" columns.

17. <3>Convective Q2, Q
c

2
(K/day) (F7.2): Contribution to Q2 from the \convective"

columns.

18. <3>Stratiform Q2, Q
s

2
(K/day) (F7.2): Contribution to Q2 from the \stratiform"

columns.

19. <1>Radiative heating rate, QR (K/day) (F7.2)

20. <1>Solar (short-wave) radiative heating rate, QSW

R
(K/day) (F7.2)

21. <1>Infrared (long-wave) radiative heating rate, QLW

R
(K/day) (F7.2)

22. <1>Clear radiative heating rate, Qclr

R
(K/day) (F7.2): The average radiative heating

rate in the \clear" columns.

23. <1>Cloudy radiative heating rate, Qcld

R
(K/day) (F7.2): The average radiative

heating rate in the \cloudy" columns.

24. <2>Cloud mass ux, Mc (mb s�1) (F8.5): Mc =Mu �Md

25. <2>Updraft cloud mass ux, Mu (mb s�1) (F7.5):

Mu =

P
j �!

+P
j

;

where j is the grid point column index, � is the cloud fraction (de�ned previously),

!+ = ! if ! < 0, otherwise, !+ = 0.
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26. <2>Downdraft cloud mass ux, Md (mb s�1) (F7.5): Md = Mds+Mdu, where Mds

and Mdu are the saturated and unsaturated downdraft cloud mass uxes:

Mds =

P
j �!

�P
j

and

Mdu =

P
j �p!

�P
j

:

Here, !� = j!j if ! > 0, otherwise, !� = 0. Also, �p = 1 if � = 0 and qr+qs+qg > P ,

with P = 0.1 g/kg; otherwise, �p = 0.

27. <3>Fractional area of updraft cores, �u (unitless) (F6.3): A \core" exists if j!j >

W , with W = 0.1 mb/s. Thus,

�u =

P
j �uP
j

;

where �u = 1 if ! < �W ; otherwise, �u = 0.

28. <3>Fractional area of downdraft cores, �d (unitless) (F6.3):

�d =

P
j �dP
j

;

where �d = 1 if ! > W ; otherwise, �d = 0.

29. <3>Average core updraft speed, !u (mb/s) (F7.3):

!u =

P
j �u!P
j �u

:

30. <3>Average core downdraft speed, !d (mb/s) (F7.3):

!d =

P
j �d!P
j �d

:

3.1.2 Time series

Submit the results for each of the three groups of quantities listed below as a separate

ASCII �le as described in the subsection after the description of quantities to submit.

Group 1:

1. <1>Time of mid-point of averaging interval, �t (h) (F6.1)

2. <1>Surface skin temperature, SST (K) (F7.2)
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3. <3>Near-surface dry static energy, s0 (kJ/kg) (F7.2): s = cpT +gz. \Near-surface"

is the �rst model level above the surface.

4. <3>Near-surface water vapor mixing ratio, q0 (g/kg) (F6.2)

5. <3>Near-surface moist static energy, h0 (kJ/kg) (F7.2): h = s+ Lq.

6. <3>Near-surface horizontal wind velocity in x-direction, u0 (m/s) (F7.2)

7. <3>Near-surface horizontal wind velocity in y-direction, v0 (m/s) (F7.2)

8. <1> Surface turbulent ux of sensible heat, (Fs)0 (W/m2) (F6.1): Fs � ��cp
�

�p

p0

�R=cp
hw00T 00i.

9. <1> Surface turbulent ux of latent heat, L(Fq)0 (W/m2) (F6.1): Fq � ��hw00q00i.

10. <2>Surface turbulent ux of horizontal momentum component in x-direction, (Fu)0
(nt/m2) (F8.4): Fu � ��hu00w00i.

11. <2>Surface turbulent ux of horizontal momentum component in y-direction, (Fv)0
(nt/m2) (F8.4): Fv � ��hv00w00i.

12. <1>Boundary layer depth, Zi (m) (F6.0)

Group 2:

1. <1>Time of mid-point of averaging interval, �t (h) (F6.1)

2. <1>Surface downwelling solar radiative ux, (F�

SW
)0 (W/m2) (F7.1)

3. <1>Surface upwelling solar radiative ux, (F+

SW
)0 (W/m2) (F7.1)

4. <1>Surface downwelling infrared radiative ux, (F�

LW
)0 (W/m2) (F6.1)

5. <1>Surface upwelling infrared radiative ux, (F+

LW
)0 (W/m2) (F6.1)

6. <1>TOA (top of atmosphere) downwelling solar radiative ux, (F�

SW
)T (W/m2)

(F7.1)

7. <1>TOA upwelling solar radiative ux, (F+

SW
)T (W/m2) (F6.1)

8. <1>TOA upwelling infrared radiative ux (OLR), (F+

LW
)T (W/m2) (F6.1)

9. <1>Cloud amount, Acld (unitless) (F6.3): Fraction of columns which are \cloudy"

for CRMs. For SCMs, this depends on cloud layer overlap assumptions.

10. <2>Cold cloud top area, Acold

cld
(unitless) (F6.3): Fraction of columns for which the

\cloud top temperature" is less than 245 K.
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11. <1>Precipitable water, PW (kg/m2) (F6.2): PW =
R
zT

0
��q dz, where zT is the

model top height.

12. <1>Cloud liquid water path, LWP (kg/m2) (E10.3): LWP =
R
zT

0
��qc dz.

13. <1>Cloud ice path, IWP (kg/m2) (E10.3): IWP =
R
zT

0
��qi dz.

Group 3:

1. <1>Time of mid-point of averaging interval, �t (h) (F6.1)

2. <3>Vertically integrated rain, RP (kg/m2) (E10.3): RP =
R
zT

0
��qr dz.

3. <3>Vertically integrated snow, SP (kg/m2) (E10.3): SP =
R
zT

0
��qs dz.

4. <3>Vertically integrated graupel, GP (kg/m2) (E10.3): GP =
R
zT

0
��qg dz.

5. <1>Surface rainfall rate, �P (mm/day) (F7.2): Calculate from the surface rain

accumulated over every time step.

6. <2>Convective surface rainfall rate, Pc (mm/day) (F7.2): The contribution to �P

from the \convective" columns.

7. <2>Stratiform surface rainfall rate, Ps (mm/day) (F7.2): The contribution to �P

from the \stratiform" columns.

8. <3>Rain fractional area, Ar (unitless) (F6.3): Fraction of columns which are

\rainy."

9. <1> Convective fractional area, Ac (unitless) (F6.3): Fraction of columns which

are \convective."

10. <1>Stratiform fractional area, As (unitless) (F6.3): Fraction of columns which are

\stratiform."

3.2 Format for Submitted �les

Naming conventions are given at the end of subsection 2.2.2.

3.2.1 Format for pro�le quantities

Submit the results for each quantity listed above as a separate ASCII �le in the �le format

described in this subsection. Include the time at the midpoint of the averaging interval �t

(hours, F6.1) and either (a) the pressure p (mb, F7.3) or (b) the height z (km, F7.3) as

the x and y coordinates, x moving fastest.

The �le structure is:
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# filename simulation(model/variant) fieldname(units) Comment (if any)

nlev ntime

f_max f_min [Use format recommended for data listing. [See Note A]

p(1_nearest-to-ground) p(2) p(3) ... p(10) [See Note B]

p(11) ... p(nlev-1) p(nlev)

t(1) t(2) t(3) ... t(10)

t(11) t(12) t(13) ... t(20)

t(21) t(22) t(23) ... t(30)

...

... t(ntime-1) t(ntime)

f(t((1),p(1)) f(t((2),p(1)) f(t((3),p(1)) ... f(t((10),p(1))

f(t((11),p(1)) f(t((12),p(1)) f(t((13),p(1)) ... f(t((20),p(1))

f(t((21),p(1)) f(t((22),p(1)) f(t((23),p(1)) ... f(t((30),p(1))

...

... f(t((ntime-1),p(1)) f(t((ntime),p(1))

f(t((1),p(2)) f(t((2),p(2)) f(t((3),p(2)) ... f(t((10),p(2))

f(t((11),p(2)) f(t((12),p(2)) f(t((13),p(2)) ... f(t((20),p(2))

f(t((21),p(2)) f(t((22),p(2)) f(t((23),p(2)) ... f(t((30),p(2))

...

... f(t((ntime-1),p(2)) f(t((ntime),p(2))

.....

.....

..... f(t((ntime-1),p(nlev)) f(t((ntime),p(nlev))

Note A { IMPORTANT { For each �eld, the max and min values should be written

here, using the same data format as recommended for writing all data values of that �eld.

For each simulation, and each �eld { check to be sure that the max/min values would not

and did not overow the �eld format you chose to use. If either max or min did, it and

other values (lesser but of same magnitude) would be unreadable, as they might have been

printed as **** or be taking up the delimiting blank space between the values. Excessive

min or max values could indicate calculation or unit errors on the part of your model or

its output code. If you are sure your code is O.K., feel free to increase the format length,

to accommodate the values of magnitude larger than expected. The important thing is

that the values are printed with a delimiting blank space and, needless to say, with valid

characters.

Note B { For models that do not have isobaric levels, the block for level values can

be those of height or sigma. In these cases, each simulation run should have a .p0. �le,

which contains the pressure data values that vary with time as well as with height. Also,

.p1. �le should contain height data, if heights vary over time. The .p1. �le need not be

written, if height values are constant over time and are listed in each �le as coordiate data

for the levels.

Note C { If you don't plan on submitting a certain �eld, please submit an empty �le

with the prescribed name and SUFFIXED '.not submitted'. The presence of this dummy
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�le saves recipients of your data set from wondering about whether the data �les were

otherwise misplaced or not, and also saves yourself from the bother of having to answer

such queries. Please be sure submit a dummy �le, especially if it is a required �eld for

which you do not intend to submit data.

3.2.2 Format for time series quantities

Submit the results for each of the three groups of quantities listed above as a separate

ASCII �le. Name each �le as follows: simulation.tgroup.modeler. For example, the �le

name \a.t1.krueger" indicates simulation=a, time series group=1, and modeler=krueger.

In the �rst line of each �le, please include a comment identi�er (#), the �lename, and,

optionally, any further distinguishing characteristics. Follow this with the results; use one

line for each time.

The structure of the �le is:

# filename simulation(model/variant) Comment (if any)

time(1) Gnf1(time(1)) Gnf2(time(1)) Gnf3(time(1)) Gnf4(time(1))...

time(2) Gnf1(time(2)) Gnf2(time(2)) Gnf3(time(2)) Gnf4(time(2))...

...

...

...

time(nt) Gnf1(time(nt)) Gnfnt(time(nt)) Gnf3(time(nt)) Gnf4(time(nt))

Note A { For time series data �les (.t1, .t2, .t3), the format for each data line does

not allow for extra delimiting space between any adjacent pair of the time �eld and/or

the data �elds, besides the positions in the formats left unused by the data values.

Note B { If you don't plan on submitting a certain �eld, please write in its format

space a negative number with all decimal positions being '8' except the exponent positions,

which can be just '+00' or '+01'. If you do not intend to submit any �eld of a certain

�le, you may simply submit an empty �le with an appropriate name, ans SUFFIXED

'.not submitted', to save recipients from wondering.

Suggested formats for each quantity are included in the descriptions below using For-

tran notation. So that each line includes no more than 80 characters (necessary for

e-mail transmission), simply write each line using the suggested formats. For exam-

ple, the format for each line for group 1 is (F6.1,2F7.2,F6.2,3F7.2,2F6.1, 2F8.4). For

group 2, it is (F6.1,2F7.1,2F6.1,F7.1,2F6.1,2F6.3,F6.2,2E10.3), and for group 3 it is

(F6.1,3E10.3,3F7.2,3F6.3).

If the �les are transmitted via ftp, all that is required is that the results for each time

are contained within one record (a line ending with a carriage return) of any length, and

that each quantity (including the �rst) be preceded by at least one space. The format

can be �xed point or E- (exponential) format.
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4 Model Description

In order to compare results from di�erent models, workshop participants are asked to

complete the following description relevant for simulations performed for the intercom-

parison. This description will help to build up the workshop report at the �nal stage.

Note: the following items apply to both SCMs and CRMs. Respond only to those that

apply to your SCM.

� Scientist name

A�liation

Address

Email address

Fax Number

� Model type (1D, 2D, 3D)

� Numerical Domain

Domain size in x-direction:

Domain size in y-direction:

Domain size in z-direction:

Number of grid points in x-direction:

Number of grid points in y-direction:

Number of grid points in z-direction:

Grid size in x-direction:

Grid size in y-direction:

Grid size in z-direction (if stretched please specify):

� Time step

� Numerical Technique

Numerical method (�nite-di�erence, spectral, etc.):

Advection scheme and its order of accuracy:

Time scheme and its order of accuracy:

Dynamical equations (elastic, anelastic, etc.):

Numerical di�usion (type, order, magnitude of coe�cient)
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Upper boundary condition (Sponge layer, speci�cation, ...):

Other information

� Physical Parameterizations:

Surface ux parameterization for heat, moisture, momentum:

Longwave radiation parameterization:

Shortwave radiation parameterization:

How were radiative uxes above the computational domain handled?

Microphysical (2D/3D models) or cloud/convective (1D model) parameteriza-

tion: type, number of hydrometeor classes, ...

Turbulence closure scheme (turbulence closure type, variables predicted and

diagnosed by the turbulence closure, closure for turbulent length scale, ...)

Other information

� Documentation: Please provide references that more fully describe your model, if

available.


